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THE FIRST GOAL
The first goal is not to convince PM, CMs etc to sign the RTI2 law. But the first goal is to attract
and convince concerned citizens that they should ask PM, CMs to sign RTI2 law. So please note : entire
goal of mine and RRP is to attract and convince citizens, not the leaders. And the entire goal of this
document is to explain you some of the ways by which you can attract concerned citizens with near zero
monetary costs and minimal time. Now you may say that my spending 10 minutes per week will not
improve India and so I don’t want to “waste” my N minutes. Well, I request you to consider different logic
: of the all possible activities you possibly see and think, see which one is least inefficient and then please
spend 10 minutes on it.
Money (except for newspaper ads) is useless – Your time and newspaper ads are only things I need
My belief (or superstition) is that the two words “Prajaa-aadheen Raajaa” will touch the heart of
everyone who wants to reduce poverty and corruption. And two sentences that “Raajaa must be Prajaaaadheen, or else he will rob citizens and thus destroy the nation” will stay in the minds of everyone who
hears it once. Those who like concept of “Prajaa-aadheen Raajaa” have to only ensure that a person hears
these words once. We do not need any marketing gimmick. We don’t need any funfare or show of strength
to impress people. These words will impress people more than 1000 market gimmicks and funfares.
Now my aim is get about RTI2, RTR, MRCM law-drafts passed. And in the first round, the only
aim is to ensure that crores of citizens hear the two words “Prajaa-aadheen Raajaa” and the related two
sentences. And in next round, I want to get the RTI2 law passed. And it is my belief that if RTI2 law is
passed, then citizens using RTI2 will get most of the other laws passed in few months. Unlike other
parties, winning election is not core or even an important part in the agenda. Contesting election is very
important because election is the fastest tool to communicate with citizens about a proposed draft of the
proposed law. Even if I and all RRG men lose elections, still we can improve India if we can convince the
citizens to “work with” RTR activists in forcing PM in signing RTI2 law. Now what do words “wok with”
mean? Does it mean collecting donations? NO. I am completely against donations of money. I do ask
people to give newspaper advertisements to publish RRG laws, but here money directly goes to the
newspaper, they will not pay me or any RRG volunteer. And it is optional for RRG members to give
newspaper ads. But the most important thing and only thing (other than newspaper ads) I need from

you is your time. Now how much time do I would need from you, and what exactly I want you to do with
your time? This booklets explains this in detail. Please take a print out of this chapter.
Is this another joke?
My opening line was “three line RTI2 law is sufficient to reduce poverty deaths and corruption in
police in just 4 months”. And if that seemed impossible or a joke, then here is another one : if as few as
200,000 individuals in economically top 5 cr of India spend mere 1 hour a week executing steps I
mentioned, then within 6 months, their actions would create a mass movement which will force PM to
sign the RTI2 law. Why so small number of individuals are needed? Because the method I am proposing
to publicize RTI2, RTR drafts is clone positive method. What the heck is this clone positiveness? I will
explain in next chapter. It is the most important concept in activism, which sadly most activists in India
has ignored till date.
Why not a different set of activities?
I promote variation, I do not insist on confirming except one should confirm to labels, terms and
definition. If one wants to peruse alternative methods, then I request him to pursue the methods
enumerated in this document, along with his methods as well. I promote variation because the method one
thinks may be superior than mine, and if they are, more people will follow them and soon they will
become well known enough that I will have to add them in this list. At the same, I request the volunteer to
spend at least 60 minutes a week on the activities I have proposed as there is possibility that my list of
activities is superior than his.
Time needed for activities in Set-I is only 1 hour per week. In each row, the first activity will take
time mentioned in the second column. But alternative activity mentioned in the OR part would take much
longer time, are optional. The activities in Set-II onwards are for those who are willing to spend more
time. Spending money will be needed only for those who want to contest elections in Municipal
Corporation, Panchayat, Assembly and Parliament.
List of activities , reason and time it would take time : Set-I
Time needed is only 1 hour per week. In each row, the first activity will take time mentioned. But
the alternative may take much longer. The alternative mentioned in the OR part would take much longer
time and are optional.

Set-I Activities (1 hour a week)
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1.1

1. Please download the 4 page document
http://rahulmehta.com/001.pdf OR Hindi version
http://rahulmehta.com/001.h.pdf OR Gujarati version
http://rahulmehta.com/001.g.pdf
2. Please read aloud the draft of RTI2, the first proposed law
given in the above document
OR / AND
Find, download and read any draft of the laws that you think
can reduce poverty deaths and corruption in police in a few
months.
OR / AND
Write and post the draft of the laws that you think will reduce
poverty deaths and corruption in police in few months or few
years.

30

1.2

If you have any questions on proposed new law RTI2, please do
call any RRG volunteer in your District, State or India, or call
me, Rahul Mehta at 98251-27780

30

1.3
****
*

Please sign the RTI2 petition at
http://www.petitiononline.com/rti2en/
How will this help us in bringing RTR, MRCM laws? : Petition
has no legal-political value. It is only an advertisement. More
the number of citizens who sign this petition, easier it will be to
attract more concerned citizens. The PM will surely disregard
and so must he as signature on internet can be forged. But the
number will be certainly useful in advertising before more and
more concerning citizens. Your signing petition increases the
rate at which others will notice this signature. And above all, it
will not take more than 2 minutes of your time.
OR / AND
Campaign for any petition demanding RTI2 or any law draft
that you think can reduce poverty deaths and corruption in
police in few months
OR / AND
Write your petition demanding RTI2

5
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Set-I Activities (1 hour a week)

1.5

If you don’t know how to use internet, please ask a close
relative of yours to
1. create an email ID for you
2. create a “proper” Orkut profile for you on orkut.com
3. create a twitter account for you
====
4. sign the above RTI2 petition
5. join Right to Recall Group Orkut Community
6. connect your mobile to Rahul Mehta’s twitter account
OR / AND
4. sign the any petition that demands the DRAFT of a law that
you think can reduce poverty deaths and corruption in police
in short time
5. join community of any Party that supports the drafts of the
law that you think can reduce poverty deaths and corruption
in police in short time.
6. connect your mobile to twitter account of the person whom
you think is campaigning for a law that can reduce poverty
deaths and corruption in police.
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1.6
****
*

Join
the
GoogleGroup
at
http://groups.google.com/group/RightToRecall
How will this help me in bringing RTR, MRCM laws? : You
can easily get emails the articles posted. And of course, as
number of people who join this community increases, it will be
easier for me to attract larger number of concerned citizens.
OR / AND
Join any GoogleGroup supporting RTR. Join any FaceBook
community Follow blog of any person who is actively
campaigning for RTR laws, and has given at least one
advertisement in a major newspaper to promote RTR or has
distributed at least 50000 RTR pamphlets
OR / AND
Give an ad supporting RTR in any major newspaper and start a
FaceBook community promoting RTR, and ask at least 1000
persons to join that FaceBook community.

5

1.7
***

Join the Right to Recall Group orkut community at
http://www.orkut.co.in/Main#Community?cmm=21780619
How will this help me in bringing RTR, MRCM laws? : Bigger
the community, higher are the chances that more concerned
citizens would notice it. So your joining the community will
increase the rate at which concerned citizens will notice RTI2
law, Right to Recall Group etc.
OR / AND
Join any orkut community which officially supports RTR and
RTI2 laws (or any drafts that can rapidly reduce poverty deaths
and corruption in police) in your State, District or India
OR / AND
Create an orkut community which supports RTR, RTI2 (or any
drafts that can rapidly reduce poverty deaths and corruption in
police) and ask at least 1000 persons to join that community.

5
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1.8
*

Add
yourself
to
“follow
the
blog”
list
for
http://mehtarahulc.blogspot.com/
How will this help me in bringing RTR, MRCM laws? : You
can easily get RSS feed of the articles I write. And of course, as
number of people who follow this blog increases, it will be
easier for me to attract larger number of concerned citizens.
This step is very important. This way, you can keep in touch
with official articles RRG has issued.
OR / AND
Follow blog of any person who is actively campaigning for
RTR laws, and has given at least one advertisement in a major
newspaper to promote RTR
OR / AND
Give an ad supporting RTR in any major newspaper and start a
blog promoting RTR, and ask at least 1000 persons to follow
the blog so that they can be in touch with a person committed to
promote RTR

2

1.9
*

Join the FaceBook Group at
http://www.facebook.com/#/group.php?gid=56633688102
How will this help me in bringing RTR, MRCM laws? : You
can easily get RSS feed of the articles I write. And of course, as
number of people who follow this blog increases, it will be
easier for me to attract larger number of concerned citizens.
OR / AND
Join any FaceBook community Follow blog of any person who
is actively campaigning for RTR laws, and has given at least
one advertisement in a major newspaper to promote RTR or has
distributed at least 50000 RTR pamphlets
OR / AND
Give an ad supporting RTR in any major newspaper and start a
FaceBook community promoting RTR, and ask at least 1000
persons to join that FaceBook community.

2
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1.10

Join the Right to Recall Group (State) community for your State
. e.g. If you are from UP, please join Right to Recall (UP)
community
at
http://www.orkut.co.in/Main#Community?cmm=90266403 . If
there is no RTR community for your state, please start one.

1.11
*

Create a “proper” profile on Orkut and GoogleGroups.
The proper profile should have :
1. First name and last name spelled in plain ascii English
and should have no other characters. Why? Because nonEnglish characters are not searchable. IOW, if I spell my
name in orkut in Gujarati or Hindi, then no one in Orkut
will be able to search me and reach me. Also, many non
English characters are unreadable and make reading painful.
2. In Orkut, please put “demands Right to Recall” or “supports
Right to Recall” or “RRG” or “RRG” or “Right to Recall
Group” or “Right to Recall Group”
3. The males are requested to put their passport size picture as
their main picture. For females, picture is optional

1.12

Please join RRG community in Orkut , Facebook, etc for your
District/City.
If there is none, please create it and advertise it on orkut. Please
ensure that every member on District community is member in
State, National community too.

2 to 20

1.13

Please join RRG community of your Tahsil/Ward. If there is
none, please create it and advertise it on orkut. Please ensure
that every member on District community is member in
District, State, National community too.

2 to 20

7
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1.14

Please follow Twitter account of Rahul Mehta for National
Level co-ordination. And follow twitter account of District/City
Heads. And at least follow two colleagues from your
Ward/Tahsil, City and two colleagues from neighboring
Ward/Tahsil, City/District. All in all, a member should follow
about 10 accounts to create a communication network.
OR / AND
Follow the account of any National/State level person who has
committed himself top promote RTR laws.
OR / AND
If you think that none is worth following, please yourself
become a promoter of RTR laws and ask 1000 persons to
follow your Twitter account

20

1.15

Join at least 5 communities of other internet political groups
such as groups of political parties or NGOs or any political
groups. The groups can be on orkut or FaceBook or any
community site. Which groups should you join? Join any group
you think has members who are interested in politics.

20

1.16

Follow
http://www.youtube.com/MehtaRahulC
youtube
channel, so that every Right to Recall Group related video can
come to you.
OR / AND
Follow youtube account of any person that you think is
committed in brining RTR laws drafts in India. Please decide
only after reading the drafts of laws he has proposed.

2

1.17

Send following separate seven SMS to 98708-07070
1. DNDOFF <send>
2. ON RRGIndia <send>
3. ON RRGGujarat <send>
4. ON RRGAhbad <send>

Too
k
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?
(Yes
/No)

Took
step?
When
? Date

20

The above tasks in Set-I list will take you 4 hours at most, and you may split it over days if you
wish. Of course, if you decide to follow options given under “OR / AND “ it would take more time.
8

How do these steps help?
One estimate is that about 6 crore people in India have access to broadband via their home PC or
office PC or college PC. Of these 6 crores, about 15 lakhs to 20 lakhs are interested in reducing corruption
in police, courts and also interested in reducing poverty and to an extent that they would be willing to
spend 1-2 or more hours a week. The rest are not interested at all, or at best would vote for someone
whom they think will reduce poverty. But they don’t want to spend 1 hour a week for this task. So to
create the movement, one will have to depend on getting support of these 15 lakh individuals. The goal is
to form a few communication groups amongst these 15 lakhs citizens. I see no need to organize them ;
IMO, forming communication groups are sufficient. Please note – I think that a few national level, a few
State/District level communication groups are sufficient, we do not have to have an organization. An
organization is different from communication group and I will explain that later. So the task of forming
and working in a communication groups has following tasks : forming the groups or searching for them,
joining these communication groups, reading messages in that communication group, writing messages if
time permits, forwarding messages to inside and outside the group and seeking people interested in
reducing poverty/corruption and asking them to join the communication groups. And most important is
quitting the communication group if the main persons in-charge are not interested in reducing corruption,
poverty.
The above tasks only consists of joining internet communities. Why am I asking you to join
these internet communities? The purpose is to create several large pro-RTR groups on internet so that
cost-free communication becomes possible. An ethical and reasonable demand like Right to Recall or
MRCM does not need hype and grand shows, but does need a lot of communication. And efforts needed
to communicate must be high because media-owners will not spend their money to communicate RTR
drafts, and so pro-RTR people have no option but to work hard. So we using internet can communicate
RTR drafts. Now what about rest 95% who do not have net? Some of the people in these 5% with internet
will become more involved and will take the information to the remaining 95% via word of mouth or
pamphlets.
Now let me explain why organization is not needed and may end up becoming waste of time. An
organization is a group with hierarchy and assets. The hierarchy aka reporting structure is key and the
members who defy reporting structures are often expelled or at least never ever promoted. The
organization not only makes a list of “to-do” but also makes a list “cannot do” and thus reduces efficiency
of member. An organization can be also hostile to variations and mutations. The organizations needs
assets and significant funds are collected by membership dues or worse by collecting donations . The
memberships dues mostly fall short. And so organizations ask members to collect donations. And that’s
where the end begins --- the leaders of the organizations have to now accept terms and conditions of
donors. The unsuspecting members later realize this, but too much time passes away before this.
If one wants to do activities like running education institutions, hospitals etc then the funding and
organization is must. But political reforms only needs communication and nothing more. Why? In general,
any activity which needs time and money both needs organization. But if something only needs time and
minimal money, organization is not needed, communication group will suffice. We already have an
organization called as Government, and our goal is to improve Government. To improve Government we
need to enact laws like Right to Recall. To enact laws like Right to Recall, Jury, MCRM etc we need law
9

like RTI2 or we need to win 100-300 Parliamentary elections. Winning election depends more on the
mistakes of adversaries and is clone negative approach, while former doesn’t need adversary to mistakes
and is clone positive approach. And to have law like RTI2, we need a mass movement, and to create a
mass movement, we need communication amongst those who want Recall, MRCM, Jury etc. We do not
need an organization where people are giving and accepting orders on physical and material activities. The
organization will only end up wasting away precious money and time.
Now do we need money to run a communication group? Common sense says that everything needs
money. But in the model I proposed, the person with internet is already paying money in form of charged
paid to internet company. So it is not free. So where is the difference in RRG and other organization who
collect money? Well, in other organizations, you have to send money to those at the apex of organization
and then hope that people at top will not siphon it away or people in middle who execute decisions but
have no glory to gain will not siphon it away. While in RRG model, you directly pay to internet company,
and not to any RRG officer bearer. This ensures that RRG activist working with you cannot siphon away
money. And there will never be siphoning out of money.
Now what about 110 crore people of India who do not have internet? To communicate with some,
we can use SMS, which again are free. For rest, we need pamphlets and newspaper advertisements. For
this, those who are very much committed to Recall, Jury and MRCM laws may contribute, but pay directly
to newspapers not to any RRG member. The first set of activities described above creates a big
communication group. Next set of activities deal with attracting mediamen’s attention.
List of activities , reason and time it would take time : Set-II

Approx
time
(in
min)

Set-II Activities

2.1

Send a letter to PM asking him to sign RTI2 law. The letter
will have only one line : “if and when you are convinced
that 37 crore citizen voters of India support the Govt
Notification given at http://petitiononline.com/rti2en/ , or
http://rahulmehta.com/002.pdf please sign that notification”
would suffice. If possible, please put xerox of voter-ID in
the letter.

10

10
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Set-II Activities

2.1
A

Purpose of above: The PM and his staff will not notice one
letter, but will surely notice 100s letters with same content.
OR / AND
Sign any petition which you think is demanding RTR, RTI2
laws and send a letter to PM asking him to pass that
proposed law.
OR / AND
Write your own petition demanding RTI2 or RTR laws or
laws that you think are similar or better than RTI2, RTR and
ask at least 1000 persons to sign that petitions and send
letters to PM.

2.2

Send a letter to CM asking him to sign RTI2 law. The letter
will have only one line : “if and when you are convinced
that explicit majority of the citizen voters of our State want
the
Govt
Notification
given
at
http://petitiononline.com/rti2en/ , please sign that GN” and
nothing more.
OR / AND
Sign any petition which you think is demanding RTR, RTI2
laws and send a letter to CM asking him to pass that
proposed law.
OR / AND
Write your own petition demanding RTI2 or RTR laws or
laws that you think are similar or better than RTI2, RTR and
ask at least 1000 persons to sign that petitions and send
letters to CM.

11
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Set-II Activities

2.3

Send a letter to local MP to ask PM sign RTI2 law. The
letter will have only one line : “when you are convinced that
majority citizen voters in your area want the GN proposed
at http://petitiononline.com/rti2en/ , please ask PM to sign
that GN”. and nothing more.
OR / AND
Sign any petition which you think is demanding RTR, RTI2
laws and send a letter to MP asking him to pass that
proposed law.
OR / AND
Write your own petition demanding RTI2 or RTR laws or
laws that you think are similar or better than RTI2, RTR and
ask at least 1000 persons to sign that petitions and send
letters to MP.

10

2.4

Send a letter to local MLA to ask CM sign RTI2 law. The
letter will have only one line : “when you are convinced that
majority citizen voters in your area want the GN proposed
at http://petitiononline.com/rti2en/ , please ask PM to sign
that GN”. and nothing more.
OR / AND
Sign any petition which you think is demanding RTR, RTI2
laws and send a letter to MP asking him to pass that
proposed law.
OR / AND
Write your own petition demanding RTI2 or RTR laws or
laws that you think are similar or better than RTI2, RTR and
ask at least 1000 persons to sign that petitions and send
letters to MP.

10

2.5

Send letter to Mayor and/or District Panchayat Sarpanch

10
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Set-II Activities

2.6

Write a letter , send email and call every newspaper,
magazine you subscribe, and ask them to cover the RTI2
law, RTR laws, MRCM law and Jury System or any
DRAFT that you think can reduce corruption in policemen,
judges. Ask them to publish articles from my website or
take my interview or interview of any RRG official.

30

2.7

Write a letter , send email and call every news channel
you subscribe, and ask them to cover the RTI2 law, RTR
laws, MRCM law and Jury System or any laws’ DRAFTS
that you think can reduce poverty, corruption in judges etc.
Ask them to publish articles from my website or take my
interview or interview of any RRG official.

30

2.8

Give print out of RTI2 law to 5 local party members of
ruling and major parties to ask PM, CM to sign RTI2 law.

60

2.9

Attend meetings of as many NGOs as possible and ask them
why they refuse to support RTI2? Ask every intellectual if
he supports or opposes RTI2

60

Too
k
step
?
(Yes
/No)

Took
step?
When
? Date

The letter has more credential that internet petition. And if PM doubts the credential of the letter,
he is welcome to ask Talati to let citizens come to Village Office and let Village Officer verify and record
the identity of the citizens.
List of activities , reason and time it would take time : Set-III
The third set of activities deal with finding more people who would be interested in reducing
poverty/corruption via MRCM, Recall, Jury etc laws. Now if you randomly select 100 persons in any
country, not just India, only 2% to 4% would be interested in spending time to reduce corruption/poverty.
Even though 99% would oppose corruption and some 90% dislike poverty, only 2% to 4% would agree to
spend say 1-2-more hours a week in reducing corruption or poverty. The rest may vote for a winnable
good candidate or send SMS to support a good law or attend a rally once a year. But they will not spend
more than one hour a year to campaign for a proposed law. Since all countries face this problem and many
have solved it, we in India should not complain about this any further.
Now question is : how do we find these 2% to 4% who do want to spend time to reduce
corruption, poverty etc. The activities in Set-III are methods to finds such persons.
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Approx
time
(in
min)

Set-III Activities

3.1

Download http://rahulmehta.com/rrp_questions.pdf . Answer
at least one question a day

20

3.2

Join at least 5-10 communities of other internet political
groups such as groups of political parties or NGOs or any
political groups. The groups can be on orkut or facebook or
any community site. Which groups should you join? Join any
group you think has members who are interested in politics.

60

3.3

Read the posts in these communities. See if you think that
postor may be interested in reducing corruption, poverty. If
yes, send him a scrap explaining RTI2 etc. Send scrap to 10
persons every week. On an average, only one will reply.

20

3.4

Upon contact, explain them how RTI2 etc law can reduce
corruption, poverty.

60

3.5

Send him this list, and if he is willing, ensure that he has done
easy items in this list.

10

3.6

Attend RRG meetings at any near by place.

60
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List of activities , reason and time it would take time : Set-IV
The set-IV is for more committed persons

Appro
x time
(in
min)

Set-IV Activities

4.1

Join at least 20 communities of other internet political groups
such as groups of political parties or NGOs or any political
groups. The groups can be on orkut or facebook or any
community site. Which groups should you join? Join any
group you think has members who are interested in politics.

60

4.2

Read the posts in these communities. See if you think that
postor may be interested in reducing corruption, poverty. If
yes, send me a scrap. Send scrap to at least 20-40 persons a
week.

40

4.3

Upon contact, explain him how RTI2 law can reduce
corruption, poverty

240

4.4

Hold RRG meeting at near by place such as open garden etc

120

4.5

Make xerox or offset of the pamphlets, and distribute 10002000 pamphlets in your area at bus stands.

120

Too
k
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?
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? Date

List of activities , reason and time it would take time : Set-V
The Set-V is for those who wish to contest election on Right to Recall, MRCM, Jury etc laws
and/or have decided to devote a sizeable part of their life and incomes to get RTR laws in India. For them,
they may as much time as they wish. So I am not putting any time estimate here.

Appro
x time
(in
min)

Set-V Activities

5.1

Do all the actives in Set-IV with twice the force and time

----

5.2

Make offset copies of the pamphlets, and distribute 1000s of
pamphlets in your area at bus stands.

----
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Set-V Activities

5.3

Give advertisements in newspaper, magazines

5.4

Translate RRG articles, pamphlets etc in your local language.

Whole
Life

5.5

Write articles on administrative systems in India, World – past
and present, and how they impact research in science,
technology, medicine, industry, trade, corruption, nepotism and
quality of life of citizens.

Whole
Life

5.6

Contest elections under the banner of RRG or any party which
supports Right to Recall drafts or you may start your own party
that supports Right to Recall drafts.

Whole
Life

Too
k
step
?
(Yes
/No)

Took
step?
When
? Date

----

Demonstrations for Prajaa-aadheen Raajaa aka RTR, MRCM, Right to Recall law-drafts
For the next few paragraphs, I define RTR-supporter as person who is willing to spend 10 hours a
month to bring RTR law-drafts in India. To such supporters, I have following request-suggestion about
holding demonstrations :
1. Please spend 5 hours a month on net or person-to-person communication, pamphlet distribution etc.
2. Next 5 hours, please attend one whole day demonstration once every 2 months or attend one
demonstration once every month for half a day.
3. If there are 100 supporters of RTR, please do not call all 100 supporters on same day. Instead call 25
supporters on 4 consecutive days
4. If there are 1000 RTR-supporters, please do not call all 1000 supporters on same day. Instead call 25
supporters on 40 consecutive days
5. One desirable goal is to have a city where there are 1000 to 2000 RTR-supporters in a city each
willing spend 5 hours a month for demonstrations, and that city is having one RTR demonstration
every day consisting of 25-50 RTR supporters.
Why do I support everyday small-midsize demonstrations than one giant demonstration a day?
Because one demonstration a day will spread the information about RTI2 law-draft, RTR law-draft etc in
much faster way while one giant demonstration will only give impression of strength but spread no
information. My goal at RRG is to spread the information on RTR, MRCM, RTI2 law-drafts etc. And so
that goal is better served by one small demonstration everyday.
The purpose of demonstration is to approach a large number of citizens who have no access to
newspapers and cannot be approached even by pamphlets. The demonstration is a proof of commitment
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that people are willing to spend time on an issue. It is not utter waste of time as many junior activist
believe.
List of orkut communities where you can approach politically active persons of your city
In general, only 2% to 5% persons are interested in improving laws of their nation. This is true for
all across the world, and so we should not complain. Americans, with same small population has managed
to improve America, and so we should not complain about the fact only a small number of people are
interested. But on orkut, in political communities, over 30% to 40% people will be interested. So
approaching them will be time more productively spent. This is not to say that you should never approach
people around you, but please do spend some time in sending scraps to members of following
communities in your city.
Please note that below is just a sample short list. There are many more communities , and please
approach members in those communities a well.
1. Right to Recall Group
2. I will join Indian Politics
3. Lok Satta Party Official Comm
4. Bharat Swabhiman (trust)
5. I Love India
6. We Want To Improve INDIA
7. Youth of India
8. WE, the leaders
9. we must change Indian Politics
10. Shaheed Bhagat Singh (Homage)
11. "Youth Democratic Front"
12. Lead India ’09
13. Youth for Equality
14. IYR NATIONAL
15. Jago Party
16. INDIAN JUDICIARY
17. India needs a Revolution
18. BHARATUDAYMISSION
19. Youth for India-OurTimeIsNow
20. Bharat Swabhiman Trust Gujarat
21. Right to Recall Group,Rajsthan
22. Bharat Punarnirman Dal
23. LOK PARITRAN
24. India needs a revolution
25. PROFESSIONALS PARTY OF INDIA
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